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This standard specifies the terms and definitions, composition, model and basic parameters, requirements,
testing, inspection rules, markings, packaging, transportation and storage of complete set of pyrolysis
equipment for waste rubber and waste plastic to oil. This standard applies to complete set of pyrolysis
equipment for continuous and intermittent waste rubber and waste plastic.
China, Asia, and the New World Economy - Barry Eichengreen 2008-02-21
This timely collection of fifteen essays by leading economists explores how rapid economic growth in China
and elsewhere in Asia is reshaping the world economy.
GB 5768.2-2022: Translated English of Chinese Standard. (GB5768.2-2022) https://www.chinesestandard.net 2022-06-04
This document specifies the requirements for the classification, color, shape, character, size, patterns,
setting, use, maintenance, production of road traffic signs. This document applies to all kinds of road traffic
signs on roads, urban roads, places under the jurisdiction of the organization but allowing social motor
vehicles to pass, including squares, public parking lots and other places used for public passage.
Adopting a Harmonized Regional Approach to Customs Regulation for the Tripartite Free Trade Agreement
- Vimbai Lisa Michelle Jana 2017-11-01
The three regional economic communities (RECs) in Eastern and Southern Africa are the Common Market
for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), the East African Community (EAC) and the Southern African
Development Community (SADC). Together, they have recognised the need to work towards regional
cooperation aimed at the eventual creation of a single regional economic community or Tripartite Free
Trade Agreement (TFTA). This will replace the existent RECs in Eastern and Southern Africa to which the
member states of these two regions have multiple membership. The TFTA region comprises a total of 27
member states which have a combined population of 527 million people and a combined gross domestic
product (GDP) of USD 624 billion. These statistics translate into a potential regional economic powerhouse
for Eastern and Southern Africa. One of the major goals of the TFTA is to harmonise trade arrangements
among the three RECs, improve the movement of goods and persons within the single integrated region,
facilitate the joint implementation of regional infrastructure projects and enhance co-operation of member
states. This is a laudable initiative by the member states of the three RECs and it is recognised that
regional integration is the first step towards integration into a multilateral trading system. For the TFTA
member states, it is crucial that there is an awareness to move towards a review of domestic customs
legislation and policy and to develop regional, supranational legislation and regulations in order to gain a
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Defenders of Japan - Garren Mulloy 2021-12-01
Japan's post-war armed forces are a paradox, both embarrassing remnants of the past and valuable
repositories of experience. This book charts the development of the Japan Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) from
1954 as both unorthodox military institutions and servants of a civil society that decries militarism.
Investigating JSDF contributions to Japanese and global security, the evolution of such contributions during
and after the Cold War, and their possible reconfiguration for Japan's security needs ahead, Garren Mulloy
offers insight into the Forces' past, present and future. He explores the characteristics and contradictions
of Japanese policy, including novel approaches in response to an increasingly assertive China, the latent
threat of North Korea and contributory pressure from the US. Though the American alliance remains the
core of Japanese security, new partnerships and international overtures will also shape the Forces' place in
Prime Minister Abe's new vision of 'proactive contributions to peace'. Defenders of Japan deconstructs how
the JSDF have adapted and will continue to adapt within domestic norms, caught between unresolved
legacies of Japan's imperial past and a dynamically shifting balance of future global power.
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More Than Words - Sarah Soyei 2022-09-21
Young people develop their value systems during their school years, offering the perfect window of
opportunity for educators to challenge prejudice and promote race equality during these formative years.
Yet, as teacher training is increasingly school-centred and school budgets are stretched more thinly than
ever, most teachers do not feel they have the time to develop the language or skills to do so. More Than
Words is an easily implementable tool for all educators - teachers, senior leaders, governors and support
staff - to help them look beyond fire-fighting racist incidents to create long-term systemic changes.
Supporting teachers in a non-judgemental fashion, this book dismantles any myths they may be harbouring
so they can engage with issues with an open mind, allowing them to create positive change. This
comprehensive guide helps school staff to create a safe, inclusive and supportive environment for all young
people.
Famous at Home - Josh Straub 2022-05
"No one wakes up and decides, "I'm planning to ruin my marriage, neglect my kids, and cause mistrust in
my family." Yet our personal pursuits and busyness can lead us there. Marriage and leadership coaches Dr.
Josh and Christi Straub show how seven core decisions can help us put what's most important center stage
in our lives. A playbook of the practical and life-changing coaching strategies Josh and Christi use with
clients, Famous at Home is a realistic, grace-filled look at the struggles families face. This book will help
you and your spouse: be on the same team--fighting for each other and not against each other; stay
emotionally connected even when work, physical distance, or busyness get in the way; deeply invest in the
emotional lives of your children. You really can be famous at home, showing up in intentional and
meaningful ways for your biggest fans."--Back cover.
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stronger competitive edge in the global market. This study shies away from proposing a „quick fix? or
„instant benefit? to the harmonisation of TFTA member states customs legislative frameworks and policies
and the development of a single automated, interoperable electronic customs system. Rather, it places its
focus on long-term sustainable benefits which will be realised over time. The harmonisation of TFTA
member state customs legislative policies and the resultant Information and Communications Technology
(ICT) reforms to the customs processes of the TFTA member states, though not immediate or short-term,
will strategically position the region to conduct business in an increasingly volume driven, fast paced,
electronic global economy.
English Plus, Level 3 - Ben Wetz 2016-09-29
Brighten up your classroom with English Plus Second Edition! With 80% new content, more video, new
grammar animations, puzzles, and games, it's never been so easy to capture your students' attention. You'll
find the same clear structure and high level of support for mixed-ability classes.With English Plus, every
student can practise at the right level for them, and achieve success. You'll find graded Workbook activities,
photocopiable worksheets and tests, plus fast finisher exercises to stretch stronger learners. The extra
Options lessons allow you to match the course to yourstudents' interests.The English Plus DVD brings real
world language into the classroom. Four different varieties of video will motivate your students and provide
them with models for expressing their own opinions and ideas.The English Plus Teacher's Resources offer a
wealth of support so that you can
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Education in the Arab World - Serra Kirdar 2017-06-29
Education in the Arab World is a critical reference guide to development of education in Algeria, Bahrain,
Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria,
Tunisia, the United Arab Emirates and Yemen. The chapters, written by local experts, provide an overview
of the education system in each country, as well as discussion of educational reforms and socio-economic
and political issues. Including a comparative introduction to the issues facing education in the region as a
whole, this book is an essential reference for researchers, scholars, international agencies and policymakers.
Deep Learning - Ian Goodfellow 2016-11-10
An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering mathematical and conceptual
background, deep learning techniques used in industry, and research perspectives. “Written by three
experts in the field, Deep Learning is the only comprehensive book on the subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of
OpenAI; cofounder and CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep learning is a form of machine learning that enables
computers to learn from experience and understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of concepts. Because
the computer gathers knowledge from experience, there is no need for a human computer operator to
formally specify all the knowledge that the computer needs. The hierarchy of concepts allows the computer
to learn complicated concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a graph of these hierarchies would be
many layers deep. This book introduces a broad range of topics in deep learning. The text offers
mathematical and conceptual background, covering relevant concepts in linear algebra, probability theory
and information theory, numerical computation, and machine learning. It describes deep learning
techniques used by practitioners in industry, including deep feedforward networks, regularization,
optimization algorithms, convolutional networks, sequence modeling, and practical methodology; and it
surveys such applications as natural language processing, speech recognition, computer vision, online
recommendation systems, bioinformatics, and videogames. Finally, the book offers research perspectives,
covering such theoretical topics as linear factor models, autoencoders, representation learning, structured
probabilistic models, Monte Carlo methods, the partition function, approximate inference, and deep
generative models. Deep Learning can be used by undergraduate or graduate students planning careers in
either industry or research, and by software engineers who want to begin using deep learning in their
products or platforms. A website offers supplementary material for both readers and instructors.
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China-India Economics - Amitendu Palit 2017-07-05
A review of the existing literature on the China-India comparative theme conveys the distinct impression
that the literature largely projects China and India as intrinsically competitive entities. While much has
been written on where and why China and India are contesting, particularly from a political sense, very
little attention has been devoted to mutual collaboration, whether existing or potential. Such possibilities
are at their greatest in economics, which will dominate the future China-India relationship.This book
explores Sino-Indian ties from a comparative economic perspective and argues that it is erroneous to
visualise the ties either from exclusively competitive or collaborative perspectives. The future relationship
between the two countries will be characterised simultaneously by two ?C?s: competition and collaboration,
which are both linked to common challenges facing them. Arguing that while competition in the economic
sphere is inevitable, given their size and aspirations, the book contends that negative externalities from
competition will encourage both countries to collaborate and expand the scope of such collaboration. The
book's refreshing angle makes it a must-read for those interested in Sino-Indian relationship.
Peacemaking and the Extractive Industries - Natalie Ralph 2017-11-22
Peacemaking and the Extractive Industries addresses a significant gap in research on the political and
diplomatic role of multinational corporations in peace processes in intrastate conflict: Corporate
Peacemaking. The author focuses on corporations in the oil and mining sectors, supporting or participating
in peace negotiations and mediation. The chapters explore national-level peace processes, as well as those
at community and global levels. While the focus is on extractive companies, the findings are valuable to
companies from all industries looking at peace-related processes. This ground-breaking book gives a
comprehensive picture of how Corporate Peacemaking currently works, how it can be developed and
implemented, and how it is likely to impact global governance and corporate culture in the future. The book
demonstrates that Corporate Peacemaking has the potential to be a powerful element in international
governance and peace efforts; and Ralph shows through the business case that companies, as well as
communities, will benefit. Ralph presents a new framework for Corporate Peace that will assist companies
from all sectors in countries experiencing violent conflict, in addition to instability, human rights abuses
and poor governance. Based on rigorous academic research with practical case studies, it is essential
reading for practitioners, academics, policy-makers and NGOs.
GB 19761-2009: Translated English of Chinese Standard. GB19761-2009 - https://www.chinesestandard.net
2018-04-23
This Standard specifies the energy efficiency grades, minimum allowable values of energy efficiency,
evaluating values of energy conservation and test methods for fan.This Standard applies to general-purpose
centrifugal fan and axial flow fan; centrifugal induced-draft fan for industrial steam boilers; centrifugal
pressure fan and induceddraft fan for power station boiler; axial flow fan for power station; and centrifugal
fan for air-conditioning.
Target 3 Billion - A P J Abdul Kalam 2011-11-01
With 750 million people living in villages, India has the largest rural population in the world. Based on his
Indian experience, Dr Kalam recommends a sustainable and inclusive development system called
PURA—Providing Urban Amenities in Rural Areas—to uplift the rural masses not by subsidies but through
entrepreneurship with community participation. To make his case, Dr Kalam cites the examples of
individuals and institutions, in India and from across the world, who, with an entrepreneurial spirit and a
burning desire to make a difference, have successfully generated and tapped into the potential of the rural
masses. Fabio Luiz de Oliveira Rosa changed the face of the rural district of Palmares, Brazil, by acquiring
for the farmers access to electricity and water, which effect combined with better agricultural methods led
to an increase in prosperity and stemmed the migration to the cities The 123-strong Magar clan owned
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Magarpatta, a 430-acre plot on the outskirts of Pune, Maharashtra. In the 1990s, they organized and set up
the Magarpatta city which is now home to over 35,000 residents and a working population of 65,000, and
boasts of an IT park.
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The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World 2021 - Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations 2021-07-12
In recent years, several major drivers have put the world off track to ending world hunger and malnutrition
in all its forms by 2030. The challenges have grown with the COVID-19 pandemic and related containment
measures. This report presents the first global assessment of food insecurity and malnutrition for 2020 and
offers some indication of what hunger might look like by 2030 in a scenario further complicated by the
enduring effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. It also includes new estimates of the cost and affordability of
healthy diets, which provide an important link between the food security and nutrition indicators and the
analysis of their trends. Altogether, the report highlights the need for a deeper reflection on how to better
address the global food security and nutrition situation. To understand how hunger and malnutrition have
reached these critical levels, this report draws on the analyses of the past four editions, which have
produced a vast, evidence-based body of knowledge of the major drivers behind the recent changes in food
security and nutrition. These drivers, which are increasing in frequency and intensity, include conflicts,
climate variability and extremes, and economic slowdowns and downturns – all exacerbated by the
underlying causes of poverty and very high and persistent levels of inequality. In addition, millions of
people around the world suffer from food insecurity and different forms of malnutrition because they
cannot afford the cost of healthy diets. From a synthesized understanding of this knowledge, updates and
additional analyses are generated to create a holistic view of the combined effects of these drivers, both on
each other and on food systems, and how they negatively affect food security and nutrition around the
world. In turn, the evidence informs an in-depth look at how to move from silo solutions to integrated food
systems solutions. In this regard, the report proposes transformative pathways that specifically address the
challenges posed by the major drivers, also highlighting the types of policy and investment portfolios
required to transform food systems for food security, improved nutrition, and affordable healthy diets for
all. The report observes that, while the pandemic has caused major setbacks, there is much to be learned
from the vulnerabilities and inequalities it has laid bare. If taken to heart, these new insights and wisdom
can help get the world back on track towards the goal of ending hunger, food insecurity, and malnutrition
in all its forms.
The Changing Policy-Making Process in Greater China - Bennis Wai Yip So 2014-04-24
This book explores how the policy-making process is changing in the very volatile conditions of present day
mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. It considers the overall background conditions – the need to
rebalance in mainland China after years of hectic economic growth; governance transition and democratic
consolidation in Taiwan; and governance crisis in Hong Kong under a regime of uncertain legitimacy. It
examines the various actors in the policy-making process – the civic engagement of ordinary people and the
roles of legislators, mass media and bureaucracy – and discusses how these actors interact in a range of
different policy cases. Throughout the book contrasts the different approaches in the three different
jurisdictions, and assesses how the policy-making process is changing and how it is likely to change further.
未名飞鸿——饶戈平教授从教四十周年纪念文集 - 黄瑶 2021-11-09
《未名飞鸿——饶戈平教授从教四十周年纪念文集》为纪念北京大学法学院教授、博士生导师饶戈平教授从教四十周年而编写，书中收录了饶戈平教授四十年以来培养的多位优秀学生研究成果的精华部分。
全书内容广视角、全方位地体现了饶戈平教授四十年以来的丰硕成果以及教书育人的种种感人事迹。桃李满园对于饶戈平教授来说不是恭维和夸张，而是据实的描述。饶戈平教授在自己学术道路上不断精进，
为国家建设出力的同时，为祖国输送了大批优秀人才，从而为国家的港澳台事业做出了自己的巨大贡献。
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The "People Power" Education Superbook: Book 3. Reading, Writing, Speaking - Tony Kelbrat
2014-04-06
Reading, writing and speaking used to be the purpose of all college education, to create someone who can
express themselves clearly and simply. They called him a liberally-educated man, someone who could say
what they thought without babbling. Despite all the technical-babble that has swept the world, it is still
about your ability to communicate simply and clearly. The late Dr. Jeanne Chall developed the theory that
learning about literacy occurs in stages: 1.) Pre-reading; six months to six years: The pre-reading child has
some phonological awareness or sensitivity to speech sounds, rhyming and alliteration; recognizes some
letters and may link some to the sounds they make; some understanding of books and print. 2.) Initial
reading or decoding; first and second grade: The child who is just beginning to read can sound out words
one at a time and decode them slowly, carefully and accurately. Most of his attention is devoted to decoding
with few mental resources left over for deeper comprehension.
India Automated: How the Fourth Industrial Revolution is Transforming India - Pranjal Sharma
2019-11-07
Rethinking the future of India through automation. From scavenging to lunar missions, from railway
factories to healthcare and even tax planning, automation is growing faster and deeper in India than is
visible. In a country where more than a million people get ready for jobs every month, this rise in
automation can appear as an unwelcome change or a threat to their livelihood. But the reality is that
automation is enhancing efficiency, accuracy and accountability of India’s working professionals in ways
that haven’t been seen before. Automation is helping generate information in a data-poor country. It is
making India’s private sector more active and government’s functioning more transparent and reliable.
Through several case studies of private enterprises and government departments, India Automated
chronicles the transformation that India is undergoing and how robotics and process automation are
infusing proficiency in our work and personal lives. Automation is turning to be one of the most impactful
results of the Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies in India. AI, drones, blockchain, cybersecurity, 3D
printing, augmented and virtual reality include automated processes. These are also opening new
categories of employment for job seekers. This book argues for deeper collaboration between industrial and
government sectors to ensure that automation enhances India’s steady growth while also mitigating its
negative impact. With this forward-looking approach, Pranjal Sharma brings us face to face with the reality
that it is imperative for India to align itself with this revolution.
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This Standard specifies the energy efficiency grade, minimum allowable values of energy efficiency, test
methods and technical requirements of the fan. This Standard is applicable to general-purpose centrifugal
fans, general-purpose axial flow fans, centrifugal induced draft fans for industrial boilers, centrifugal fans
for boiler of power station, axial flow fans for power station, centrifugal fans for HVAC, and forward multiblade centrifugal Fan.
Collins International Primary Maths – Teacher’s Guide 5 - Paul Wrangles 2021-06-14
Collins International Primary Maths supports best practice in primary maths teaching, whilst encouraging
teacher professionalism and autonomy. A wealth of supporting digital assets are provided for every lesson,
including slideshows, animations, tools and games to ensure they are rich, lively and engaging.
The UNCITRAL Model Law and Asian Arbitration Laws - Gary F. Bell 2018-10-04
Explores how the text and principles of the UNCITRAL Model Arbitration Law are implemented, or not, in
key Asian jurisdictions.
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Non-State Actors and International Obligations - James Summers 2018-10-11
This collection studies the contribution of non-state actors to international obligations. Chapters by
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academics and practitioners address the role that these actors play in the sources of obligations, their
implementation, human rights aspects, dispute settlement, responsibility and legal accountability.
Special Economic Zones in India - Arpita Mukherjee 2016-07-14
This book examines India’s ten years of experience developing Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and the
performance of SEZs in the context of India’s growing international engagement, its endeavours to attract
domestic and foreign investment in manufacturing and services and its aim to increase and diversify
exports of goods and services. SEZs are industrial enclaves/clusters within a country that receive certain
incentives and business facilitation benefits that are not generally available to the rest of the country. To
facilitate private and foreign investment in SEZs, India introduced the SEZ policy in 2000, which was
followed by the SEZ Act in 2005. After ten years under the Act, India now has one of the largest number of
approved SEZs in the world and its SEZ policy remains heatedly debated, with a number of studies arguing
both for and against it. Given this background, the book also identifies the challenges faced by SEZs in
India and offers policy recommendations on how to make the SEZs an engine for India’s economic growth
and development that can more effectively link the country’s manufacturing and services sectors to global
value chains.
Language Hub Intermediate Student's Book with Navio App - Gareth Rees 2019-05-23

best intentions for student success can be implemented from a critical, culturally relevant perspective
firmly grounded in current literacy learning theory and research. It provides specific examples of teachers
using the critical inquiry curriculum framework of identifying problems and issues, adopting alternative
perspectives, and entertaining change in their classrooms to illustrate how the Standards can not only be
addressed but also surpassed through engaging instruction. The Second Edition provides new material on
adopting a critical inquiry approach to enhance student engagement and critical thinking planning
instruction to effectively implement the CCSS in the classroom fostering critical response to literary and
informational texts using YA literature and literature by authors of color integrating drama activities into
literature and speaking/listening instruction teaching informational, explanatory, argumentative, and
narrative writing working with ELL students to address the language Standards using digital tools and apps
to respond to and create digital texts employing formative assessment to provide supportive feedback
preparing students for the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments using the book’s wiki site
http://englishccss.pbworks.com for further resources
English for Writing Research Papers - Adrian Wallwork 2016-03-02
Publishing your research in an international journal is key to your success in academia. This guide is based
on a study of over 1000 manuscripts and reviewers' reports revealing why papers written by non-native
researchers are often rejected due to problems with English usage and poor structure and content. With
easy-to-follow rules and tips, and examples taken from published and unpublished papers, you will learn
how to: prepare and structure a manuscript increase readability and reduce the number of mistakes you
make in English by writing concisely, with no redundancy and no ambiguity write a title and an abstract
that will attract attention and be read decide what to include in the various parts of the paper
(Introduction, Methodology, Discussion etc) highlight your claims and contribution avoid plagiarism discuss
the limitations of your research choose the correct tenses and style satisfy the requirements of editors and
reviewers This new edition contains over 40% new material, including two new chapters, stimulating
factoids, and discussion points both for self-study and in-class use. EAP teachers will find this book to be a
great source of tips for training students, and for preparing both instructive and entertaining lessons. Other
books in the series cover: presentations at international conferences; academic correspondence; English
grammar, usage and style; interacting on campus, plus exercise books and a teacher's guide to the whole
series. Please visit http://www.springer.com/series/13913 for a full list of titles in the series. Adrian
Wallwork is the author of more than 30 ELT and EAP textbooks. He has trained several thousand PhD
students and academics from 35 countries to write research papers, prepare presentations, and
communicate with editors, referees and fellow researchers.
The English Hub 3 - H. Q. Mitchell 2014

JGJ 7-2010: Translated English of Chinese Standard. JGJ7-2010 - https://www.chinesestandard.net
2018-06-02
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This standard is formulated with a view to implementing the national technical and economic policies in the
design and construction of space frame structure and making the design to be of advanced technology,
safety and usability, economy and rationality and high quality. This standard is applicable to the design and
construction of space frame structure composed of steel members, including space truss, single layer or
double-layer latticed shell and spatial truss.
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Teaching to Exceed the English Language Arts Common Core State Standards - Richard Beach 2015-12-07
Timely, thoughtful, and comprehensive, this text directly supports pre-service and in-service teachers in
developing curriculum and instruction that both addresses and exceeds the requirements of the Common
Core State Standards. Adopting a critical inquiry approach, it demonstrates how the Standards’ highest and
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